The Environment

Introduction

During the Commission’s 2018 reporting year, despite top Chinese Communist Party and government leaders highlighting the importance of protecting the environment, environmental pollution remained a major challenge. In October 2017, at the 19th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, President and Party General Secretary Xi Jinping avowed the importance of the Party and government’s top-down approach to environmental protection in “ensuring harmony between humans and nature.” At a major political meeting in March 2018, Premier Li Keqiang declared that the ecological and environmental situation in China had gradually improved over the past five years, noting that days with serious air pollution in major cities had decreased by half. Authorities, however, shut down companies that were complying with emissions rules and reportedly left millions without winter heating in order to meet environmental targets, and continued to limit the ability of the public and civil society to participate in environmental protection efforts.

Institutional and Regulatory Developments

The government and Party continued to prioritize environmental protection policies this past year by making major institutional changes to strengthen environmental governance and by promoting legal and regulatory measures. In March 2018, as part of a sweeping reorganization of Party and government institutions, the Party Central Committee issued a plan that included changes to the administrative agencies overseeing environmental protection efforts. The reorganization plan included a new Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE) to replace the Ministry of Environmental Protection, and a new Ministry of Natural Resources to replace the Ministry of Land and Resources. According to a number of environmental experts, the MEE may strengthen environmental protection by consolidating environmental oversight and improving bureaucratic efficiency. The MEE also was tasked with oversight of climate regulation, taking over a function administered by a formerly more powerful government agency—the National Reform and Development Commission. One expert expressed concern that “climate action could become the unintended casualty of this reshuffle.”

Other significant regulatory and policy developments included the following:

- **National Park System.** In September 2017, the Party Central Committee General Office and the State Council Information Office released the Overall Program for Construction of a National Park System to centralize management and strengthen protections for ecologically important areas of China. Local authorities had reportedly allowed excessive commercial development in some protected areas.
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- **Carbon Trading Market Plan.** In December 2017, the National Development and Reform Commission released a plan for what may become the largest carbon market in the world. Although authorities will initially distribute free carbon emission permits to approximately 1,700 companies in the power sector, trading is not expected to begin until 2019 or 2020.

- **PRC Environmental Tax Law.** This legislation became effective on January 1, 2018, and may strengthen environmental enforcement due to new environmental taxes being jointly managed by environmental and tax authorities. In February 2018, the State Administration of Taxation reportedly announced that more than 260,000 companies would be required to pay the new environmental taxes.

Seeking Air Quality Improvements Over Time

**IMPLEMENTING AMBITIOUS GOALS: REPORTED PROGRESS AND COSTS**

Chinese authorities reportedly achieved government targets for improving air quality, but local authorities resorted to harsh measures in order to meet the targets. In September 2013, the State Council set major targets for annual average air quality by 2017, yet in late 2017, Chinese and international news media reported that provinces in north China would likely fail to meet those targets. In order to achieve the targets, Chinese authorities shut down thousands of factories and mandated that millions of citizens stop using coal for heat, even though government officials failed to provide or plan for alternate sources of heat during the winter. Greenpeace, an international advocacy group, collected 5,822 posts to Weibo, China's Twitter-like microblogging platform, in November and December 2017, to document citizens' complaints about the lack of heat, and international media reported that millions may have lacked winter heating. Official media also criticized the implementation of the policy. In early 2018, after the targets had reportedly been met, the government's top environmental official acknowledged that some local governments had even closed enterprises that were in compliance with emissions rules. By March 2018, the government had lifted many of the temporary shutdowns in Beijing municipality, and pollution levels reportedly began to increase. In July 2018, the State Council set new targets for annual average air quality by 2020 that included targets for more cities than the 2013 targets.

**Investigative Reports on Local Environmental Officials’ Misconduct**

State-run and other official media reported on multiple incidents in which officials attempted to manipulate environmental monitoring data or failed to investigate reports of serious pollution this past year, resulting in cases of disciplinary actions against local officials. Despite considerable censorship of negative reporting on the environment, the Commission observed some notable investigative reports on local environmental incidents.

- In November 2017, a domestic news media organization reported that Shaoyang municipal environmental bureau officials in Hunan province had used mist cannons near two monitoring
stations to improve air quality readings. Similarly, in January 2018, the Beijing Times reported that officials in Shizuishan municipality, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, also attempted to spray water near the building that housed the monitoring equipment to improve air quality readings, but instead turned the building into an “ice sculpture” after the spray froze. In March 2018, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment reported that officials at nine air quality monitoring stations in seven cities in six provincial-level localities had been “severely punished” for manipulating monitoring data.

- In December 2017, the Beijing Youth Daily reported on severe health problems linked to mining in western Hunan. After local government officials in Hunan said the reported pollution and health concerns had been addressed, seven environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs) reportedly issued a joint response questioning the local government’s actions.

- According to April 2018 reports, China Central Television (CCTV) exposed illegal chemical dumping in Shanxi province. The report included footage of an environmental official who said that his office did not have the authority to investigate because the matter arose out of a deal between the polluter and village officials. Following the report, local authorities administratively detained two village officials who had been featured in the report.

- In June 2018, Chinese media reported that Yuci District People’s Court in Jinzhong municipality, Shanxi province, had sentenced 16 people, including the former head of the environmental protection bureau in Linfen municipality, Shanxi, for “damaging the computer information system” after authorities discovered that six air quality monitors had been tampered with over 100 times during a one-year period. The court reportedly sentenced 5 people to prison terms ranging from six months to two years, and an additional 11 people to four to six months’ detention, suspended for eight months to one year.

Environmental Transparency

Shortcomings in environmental transparency, including access to credible official environmental data, continued to be a long-term obstacle to assessing environmental quality and the efficacy of pollution control efforts. The Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs (IPE), a Beijing-based environmental NGO, reported in its 2016–2017 Pollution Information Transparency Index (PITI) that environmental disclosure in China continued to improve. IPE and the U.S.-based NGO Natural Resources Development Council developed PITI in 2008 to establish a baseline and track improvements in environmental transparency in China. In March 2018, however, a team of researchers published an analysis of the impact of increased transparency (as measured by PITI) on environmental outcomes such as air and water pollution and found “no measurable effect,” suggesting that public access to environmental information without a “new accountability mechanism . . . does not affect local government performance.”
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Developments in Public Interest Litigation

Although some NGOs have standing as plaintiffs in public interest lawsuits, most “public interest” litigation continued to be brought by the government. In March 2018, the Supreme People’s Court reported that between 2013 and 2017, procuratorates had filed 1,383 environmental public interest lawsuits, and that social organizations, primarily NGOs, had filed 252 environmental public interest lawsuits. According to the executive director of the Beijing-based NGO Friends of Nature (FON), in recent years, courts have allowed more of his organization’s lawsuits to proceed than in the past. Cases in which NGOs initiated public interest lawsuits this past year included the following:

- **Henan province.** In December 2017, the Zhengzhou Municipal Intermediate People’s Court in Henan issued a judgment fining a local township and village government in Xinzeng city, Zhengzhou, 3.6 million yuan (approximately US$570,000) after protected trees, some of which were over 500 years old, died as a result of the government having illegally moved them in 2014. An attorney for China Biodiversity Conservation and Green Development Foundation (CBCGDF), a Beijing-based NGO that was the plaintiff in the case, described the case as the first public interest lawsuit about “ancient and culturally significant plants,” but noted that CBCGDF had difficulty during the litigation process because the local governments interfered with evidence gathering, and it took several negotiations before the court agreed to accept the case.

- **Yunnan province.** In February 2018, FON commenced litigation in Yuxi Municipal Intermediate People’s Court in Yunnan against a hydroelectric power company for damaging the rain forest and threatening a fish migration channel.

Suppression of Environmental Protests and Advocates

Chinese citizens continued to raise their concerns about health issues related to the environment through street-level protests and other forms of public advocacy. China’s Constitution provides for freedom of speech, assembly, association, and demonstration, as do the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the UN Human Rights Council Framework Principles on Human Rights and the Environment. The following cases illustrate not only common types of environmental complaints raised by Chinese citizens but also the ongoing lack of protection for citizens’ rights when they raise environmental concerns:

- **Land Expropriation.** On February 9, 2018, authorities in Dongshan township, Mazhang district, Zhanjiang municipality, Guangdong province, detained Chen Wuquan and six other villagers after they had protested a land expropriation project that they claimed was illegal and had damaged the environment. In March, authorities arrested Chen and four others on suspicion of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble.”

- **Mining.** In February 2018, officials detained Karma, a village head in Biru (Driru) county, Naqu (Nagchu) prefecture, Tibet Autonomous Region, after he refused to approve a min-
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In April, Radio Free Asia reported that officials had detained and questioned over 30 other Tibetans for protesting the same mining project. In March 2018, authorities in Xinyi city, Maoming municipality, Guangdong, detained environmentalist Lei Ping and Pan Donghai from the NGO China Biodiversity Conservation and Green Development Foundation after they had reported on an illegal quarry. Xinyi authorities released Pan after 7 hours, but ordered Lei to serve 10 days of administrative detention for “spreading rumors and disturbing public order.” Xinyi authorities agreed to cancel the administrative detention decision after Lei filed an administrative lawsuit. Sixth Tone, an online media outlet under Party supervision, published an article on the case in which a lawyer cautioned environmental advocates to “avoid using social media for tips, as they could be accused of disseminating rumors.”

In July 2018, the Wuzhi County People’s Court in Jiaozuo municipality, Henan province, reportedly sentenced environmental advocate Zhang Wenqi to one year and five months’ imprisonment for “damaging business reputation” after he had reported environmental violations by several companies; authorities detained Zhang in March 2017. [For information on the suppression of herders protesting environmental pollution in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, see Section II—Ethnic Minority Rights.]
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